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Abstract: 

 As the social media and Internet of things (IoT) are growing, huge amount of data is generating. Technically this 

huge data is known as big data which is generated from different web sources and mixture of XML, PDF, Word and 

Media logs. This paper provides classification and comparison of different types of NoSQL cloud data stores which 

help us to choose the best data store. Comparison is done on the basis of different important parameters named Data 

Model, Programming Language, Integrity model and their applications. 
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1. Introduction 

As the social media and Internet of things (IoT) are growing, huge amount of data is generating. Technically this 

huge data is known as big data. It may be structured/semi-structured/unstructured data. Traditional data is of 

structured nature but now the data generated from different web sources is not structured it’s a mixture XML, 

PDF, Word and Media logs. This data has three main characteristics known as V
3
: Volume, Variety and 

Velocity. Volume refers to the amount of data generated from different sources. Variety refers to the type of 

data. Velocity refers to the speed of data transfer. 

 

Traditional databases are unable to handle this big data because take lot of time in data retrieving and storing 

which makes the whole process slow. Some of the disadvantages of traditional data stores are [9]: 

 

High Latency: These databases take more time in reading and writing data to database. 

Low Availability: As the number of requests increases these databases are unable to provide uninterrupted 

service. 

Limited capacity: They cannot store big data in search engines. 

Low Scalability: They are not enough scalable to support easy upgrades and expansions. 

 

To meet the above things new data stores are developed known as NoSQL cloud data stores. These data stores 

are used for large scale data processing, basic machine to machine information search and retrieval, large scale 

data storage, expert level analysis on semi structured data. 

NoSQL cloud data stores do not satisfy the ACID property. They are sometimes referred as BASE systems. Its 

full form is Basically Available, Soft State, and Eventually Consistent. Basically Available means it is available 

all the time whenever it is accessed. Soft state means it can tolerate inconsistency for a certain time period. 

Eventually consistent means the data store come to consistence state after certain time period. 

 

NoSQL cloud data stores do not satisfy the ACID property of traditional data stores. They are sometimes 

referred as BASE systems. Its full form is Basically Available, Soft State, and Eventually Consistent. Basically 

Available means it is available all the time whenever it is accessed. Soft state means it can tolerate inconsistency 
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for a certain time period. Eventually consistent means the data store come to consistence state after certain time 

period. 

 

2. Classification 

 

NoSQL cloud data stores are classified into four major categories: 

 

A. Key-value data stores 

B. Document data stores 

C. Graph database 

D. Column family data stores 

 

3. Key-value Data Stores 

This is the simplest model of data, in which data is stored in the form of key-value pair. It is similar to a 

dictionary. Key is like an index which is used to store and retrieve data into and out of the cloud data store. In 

this data store we can store any type of value like simple text string or more complex sets and lists. They are 

suitable storing for distributed data but not suitable for scenarios such as structures. These data stores cannot 

handle indexing because the data values are opaque. BerkeleyDB, Voldemort, Redis and Riak are some of the 

key value stores.  

 

4. Document Data Stores 

As the name suggest they are used to store and manage documents. They use keys to locate documents inside 

the data store. They are good for storing semi-structured data like XML data. It provides the capability of 

querying and indexing documents based on the primary key as well as on the contents of the documents. 

Problem with this data store is that it can store only data that can be represented as a document. Examples of this 

data store are MongoDB and CouchDB. Most document stores represent documents using JSON (JavaScript 

Object Notation), XML or some format derived from it.  

 

5.  Graph Databases 

They use graphs as their data model. It represents a set of objects known as nodes and links that interconnect the 

nodes. They are suitable for handling highly interconnected data and efficient in traversing relationships 

between different entities. Neo4J and InfoGrid are examples of graph database. They are consistent but not as 

efficient as other NoSQL data stores. 

 

6. Column Family Data Stores 

In column family data stores, data is stored in column oriented way means it stores multiple attributes per key. 

HBase, Cassandra and SimpleDB are some of the examples of Column family cloud data stores. They provide 

more powerful indexing and querying than key-value stores because they are based on column families and 

columns in addition to row keys. They offer higher efficiency, flexibility, powerful indexing and querying. 

 

7. Literature Review 

 

R. Cattell (2010) examine different types of NoSQL data stores and compare these data stores on the basis of 

consistency, Storage, Availability, query support and other factors [1]. 

 

J. Hen et al. (2011) describe the background, characteristics and various data models of NoSQL. Author the 

CAP theorem and classify data models according to it. This paper also describes the strengths and weaknesses 

of these data stores [9]. 
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A. B. M. Moniruzzaman and S. A. Hossain describes the background of big data, various sources from where it 

is generated and how it is managed by different data stores from traditional to NoSQL data stores. Authors 

classify NoSQL databases and data stores used. Comparison of various NoSQL databases is done on the basis of 

indexing, integrity, design and many other parameters [2]. 

 

A. N. Singh and R. K. Rath (2015) describe the challenges faced by DBMS designer to manage large amount of 

data generated by web applications. It provides the summary of various approaches used for management of this 

big data. It also discuss major challenges needs to be addressed in future e.g. security and privacy of data [3]. 

 

A. Oussous (2015) provide detail description about NoSQL data stores, their advantages disadvantages. The 

author also present comparison between SQL and NoSQL data stores based on parameters such as scalability, 

security and fault tolerance. This paper also provide detail of four cloud data stores such as key value, document 

data store, graph database and column family data stores and compare them [10]. 

 

I. Abaker et al. (2015) describes the rise of big data in cloud computing. This paper includes definition and 

classification of big data. It also discusses relation between cloud computing and big data. Various research 

challenges e.g. scalability, data integrity, availability, and privacy issues [4]. 

 

Y. Gurevich (2015) this paper describes data stores and various parameters. It also provide data model schema 

on Cassandra and NuoDB data stores and compare them on the bases of data model, concurrency control, 

replication and security features [11]. 

 

P. Vijay and B. Keshwani (2016) focus on sources of big data generation, their problems and handling of big 

data by using data store Hadoop. It also discusses advantages and disadvantages of Hadoop [5]. 

 

Sasikala (2016) focus on storage architecture for analysis on stores MongoDB and Cassandra. It provides survey 

of technologies and parameters [6]. 

 

V. S. Kancharla (2016) discusses various factors of big data (V5): Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value and 

Veracity. It focuses on big data problems and provides description of various tools used to handle big data e.g. 

Hadoop, Spark, Hive, HBase and flink [7].  

 

A. Corbellini et al. (2017) discuss different NoSQL cloud data stores and compare them with traditional 

RDBMS. It also describes and compares NoSQL data stores on the basis of persistence, replication, sharding 

and consistency [8]. 

 

8. Comparison 

 

This paper compares different NoSQL data stores on the basis of some important parameters. For comparison 

one commonly used NoSQL cloud data store is chosen from each category of NoSQL cloud data stores. 

Comparisons between these stores are performed using parameters like data model, Programming Language, 

Integrity model and their applications. 

 

Store/parameters Data Model Programming 

Language 

Integrity 

Model 

Applications 

Key Value Store 

(Redis) 

(Key, value) 

 

C/C++ BASE Managing user profiles/sessions/retrieving product name. 

Document Data 

Store 

(MongoDB) 

Object-

Structured 

documents 

stored in 

collections 

C++ BASE Storing and managing big data collections 

Graph database   

( Neo4j) 

Relation 

between nodes 

and edges 

Java ACID Pattern Detection 

Traversing Social Networks 

Column family 

data store 

Columns  , 

Group of 

Java BASE Distributed data storage,  

Large scale data processing and conversion 
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(Cassandra) columns Exploratory and predictive analysis 

 
Table 1: Comparison table 

 

9. Data Model 

As in table 1, different data stores use different data models. Redis use (key, value) data model in which values 

may be text, ordered list or unordered list. MongoDB use object structured document stored in collections. 

Neo4j use the concept of graph theory where nodes and edges are use to represent data. Cassandra uses data 

model of columns/group of column families. 

 

10. Programming languages 

Redis use C/C++ as their programming language. MongoDB uses C as programming language where as Neo4j 

and Cassandra use java as programming language. 

 

11. Integrity Model 

Redis, MongoDB and Cassandra use BASE as integrity model. BASE means basically available, soft state and 

eventually consistent. Most of the big data stores follow the BASE integrity model, where as Neo4j use ACID 

as their integrity model. 

 

12. Applications 

Redis is use to manage session, user profiles and retrieving product names. It is fast and highly scalable for 

retrieval of values. MongoDB is used to store and manage big data collection of documents like text, email ad 

XML. It is also good for storing semi structured data which require extensive use of nulls. Cassandra is used for 

distributed data storage, large scale data processing which includes sorting, parsing and conversion. Predictive 

analysis performed by programmers. Neo4j used for representing and traversing social networks, conducting 

forensic investigation. 

 

13. Conclusion 

 

After comparing these three data stores we reach to the conclusion that Redis is suitable of managing small data 

with high speed and high scalability. MongoDB used to store un-structured documents. Neo4j is suitable for 

representing and maintaining complex relationships between data elements. Cassendra is suitable for storing and 

manipulating big data of all types. 
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